KODAK 8810 Photo Printer

Get big, beautiful results

High-speed, reliable production. World-class KODAK Print quality. The KODAK 8810 Photo Printer is one smart choice to help boost your bottom line.
It's impressive! You can now deliver so many new fast, fun and easy photo creations. Our focus is on quality and innovation — new ways to help you earn more profit.

- **KODAK PROFESSIONAL EKTATHERM Paper** - Quality prints that last. Rich, vibrant colors for simply stunning results. EKTATHERM Paper for stain resistant and waterproof prints that last a lifetime.*

- **Easy & efficient** - Auto-Load System for media saves time and hassle. Simply set the paper roll into the media compartment and close the cover - the printer does the rest. Roll-fed printing means less waste.

- **Faster** - Get 20x25 cm (8x10 in.) KODAK quality prints in as little as 39 seconds.

- **More surface choices, less complexity** - Our unique dual finish technology lets you deliver both Satin and Gloss finishes for all products — from one smart SKU of media. Less inventory to manage.

- **More selling time** - High capacity rolls for less staff interruption.

- **Reliable** - Robust, proven technology delivers consistent exceptional quality and consistent performance.

---

**KODAK PROFESSIONAL EKTATHERM 8810 Color Profiles Available**

- Input gathered from professional photographers and service providers to develop two color saturations: natural color and max color.

- The natural color profile provides modest color saturation with customer preferred flesh reproduction. Useful for scenes containing people and color.

- The max color profile has high color saturation while still maintaining customer preferred flesh reproduction. Great for images containing a lot of color and “pop.”

- These profiles allow tailoring of your color management workflow for a preferred color saturation and flesh tone reproduction based on your desired output preference.

Both these profiles, natural and max, allow you to control and choose color saturation depending on your preference while maintaining a natural and pleasing flesh tone.

---

**System Requirements**

- Visit kodakalaris.com/go/8810drivers to install the following printer driver and firmware:
  - KODAK 8810 Photo Printer Drive Software - WINDOWS Operating Systems
  - KODAK 8810 Photo Printer Firmware v4.51 - WINDOWS Operating Systems
  - Computer with MICROSOFT WINDOWS XP, WINDOWS 7 or WINDOWS 8
  - Minimum 1.0 GHz INTEL CELERON Microprocessor
  - Minimum memory requirement is determined by your operating system
  - Minimum 2 GB of available hard disk space
  - USB High Speed (2.0) compliant host device

- Under typical home display and storage conditions.
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